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1.1 Introduction

The worth of a civilization can be judged by the place

given to women in the society. Of the several factors

that justify the greatness of India's ancient culture, one

of the greatest is the honoured place ascribed to

women. Manu, the great lawgiver, said long ago,

'where women are honoured there reside the gods'.

According to ancient Hindu scriptures, a man without

the participation of his wife can perform no religious

rite with perfection. Wife's participation is essential to

any religious right. Married men along with their

wives are allowed to perform sacred rites on various

important festivals. Wives are, thus befittingly called

'Ardhangani' (better half). They are given not only

important but also equal position with men.

The Muslim influence on India caused considerable

deterioration in the status of women. They were

deprived of their rights of equality with men. Raja

Ram Mohan Roy started a movement against this

inequality and subjugation. The contact of Indian

culture with that of the British also brought

improvement in the status of women. The third factor

in the revival of women's position was the influence

of Mahatma Gandhi who induced women to
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participate in the Freedom Movement. As a result of

this retrieval of freedom, women in Indian have

distinguished themselves as teachers, nurses,

airhostesses, booking clerks, receptionists, and doctors.

They are also participating in politics and

administration. But in spite of this amelioration in

the status of women, the evils of illiteracy, dowry,

ignorance, and economic slavery would have to be

fully removed in order to give them their rightful

place in Indian society. This thing lead the

investigator to work in this area and collect the

views of post-graduate students of education

regarding the status of women in past, present and

according to them what will be the status of women

in Indian society.

1.2 Statement of the Problem

Keeping in mind the base given in the introductory

portion, the investigator had selected the following

problem for the present investigation. The present

investigation entitles:

1.3 Objectives of the study

1. To know the dignitary women regarding their

achievements at world level, the women who are

admired by Indian society and who had done

remarkable works in the past of India.

2. To know and access the views of post graduate

students of education regarding the status and

condition of women in the past, present and future

time.

3. To know and access the views of postgraduate

students of education regarding the necessity of

education for women.

1.4 Questions of the study

1. Who are the dignitary women and what are their

achievements?

2. Which women are admired by Indian society?

3. What are the views of postgraduate students of

education regarding the status and condition of

women in past, present and future?

4. What do the postgraduate students of education

think regarding the necessity of education for

women?

1.5 Population and sampling procedure

Population:

Forty post graduate students of education of

Department of Education; V.N.S.G.U. Surat was the

population for the present study.

Sample:

From the population, 31 postgraduate students of

education of Department of Education, V.N.S.G.U.

Surat (21 female, 10 male) had been selected by

incidental purposive sampling method.

1.6 Research Instrument

For the collection of the data, the investigator had

use ‘Open-ended questionnaire’ as research

instrument.

1.7 Research Method

The investigator had selected qualitative survey

method to carry out the investigation as per the

objectives that were previously decided.

1.8 Delimitation of the Study

1. The present investigation was limited only to 31

post graduate students of education.

2. The investigation was carried out only in the

Department of Education, V.N.S.G.U. Surat.

3. The investigator had used only one research tool to

collect the data, i.e. open ended questionnaire.

1.9 Scheme of Analysis

The collected data had been systematically analysed

by following steps:

1. Content Analysis.

2. Matrices Development.
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Those matrices are given below:

Matrix I

Worldly recognised women

Area of Achievements Dignitary women

Politics Indira Gandhi, Hillary Clinton, Queen Victoria, Queen Elizabeth

Film and television Aishwaria Rai, Anjelina Jolie

Space travel Sunita Williams

Sports Sania Mirza, Williams sisters, Maria Sharapova

Freedom Fighters Ahelyabai Holker, Mithuben Pitit

Corporate Intra Nui

Education Maria Montesseri

Art Mrunalini Sarabai, Taslima Nasrin

Research Madam Qurie

Matrix II

Women admired by Indian Society

Area of Achievements Dignitary women

Politics Indira Gandhi, Pritibha Patil, Sonia Gandhi, Dr. Kamlaben, Arpana

Sen, Mamta Banarji, Mayawati, Vijayalakshmi Pandit

Film and television Aishwaria Rai, Prachi Desai

Space travel Sunita Williams, Kalpana Chawla

Sports Sania Mirza, P.T. Usha

Freedom fighters Lakshmibai, Kasturba, Sarojini Naidu

Social work Madam Kama, Mirabai

Civil service Kiran Bedi

Art Mrunalini Sarabai, Kundinaka Kapadia, Varsa Adalaja, Lata

Mangesker

Matrix III

Vedic times

Women’s status Women’s condition

Worthy of worship Active in household works

Leading participation in education Above men in education in education field, having every

rights in education, living prosperous life

Political career Great and courageous political career

Housewife Celebrate festivals freely, considered as ‘Ardhangini’,

performing well her household duties
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Matirx IV

Middle age

Women’s status Women’s condition

Undignified position Poor and pitiful condition, kept in parda, having

social bondages,  no liberty, confined to four walls

Rights and duties Less rights and more duties, no right to education,

no aware of their rights, no right to remarry

Household affairs Restricted to kitchen, compulsory participation in

false social beliefs and rituals

Matrix V

Present times

Women’s status Women’s condition

Dignified position Equal to man, courageous, having voice, conscious of their

rights, freedom, position in all fields

Rights and duties Equal rights and duties, can live according to their wishes,

freedom of speech, right to education, outstanding position in

society

Household affairs Dual responsibilities, unique position in family, encouragement

from family.

Matrix VI

Future

Women’s status Women’s condition

Very dignified position Far ahead of man, role model for the country, having women

oriented society, right to select husband, sound economical

background, prestigious condition, recognition of abilities

Rights and duties Leaders in all fields, right to think and work freely, great

success in politics, 100% literacy, self pride

Matrix VII

Need of education for women

Family Strengthening and upliftment of family, child development

Society Social revolution

Country Decrease population, better construction of future of country,

removing poverty, developing responsible citizens

Self development Independent, free, self defence,

Self recognition Awareness regarding rights, self pride, status in society,

economical power

Success Move further in all fields
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1.10 Findings

By analyzing the data, the investigator could derive

the following findings:

1. Students know only those worldly recognised

women who were either politicians, film actresses or

freedom fighters.

2. Students know very few women who had done

remarkable work in past i.e. Lakshmibai, Jijabai,

Gargi, Mirabai etc.

3. In Vedic times, women were considered equal to

God and ‘Ardhangani’. Women were ahead in

education and politics.

4. In middle ages, condition of women was very poor

and pitiful. They were always kept in parda. They

were treated as slaves.

5. In present times, status and condition of women is

good. They have dual responsibilities- outside as well

as inside the house.

6. Education ratio is currently high and women are

getting good encouragement for studies.

7. Women are getting more freedom in taking

decisions and in giving their opinions in the present

times.

8. According to students, in future the position of

women will be totally be changed from the present

times, as women have capabilities and abilities to

work.

9. The position of women will be above men in

future and will be the role model for the country

10. According to students, necessity for educating

women is not only for family, society and country,

but also for their self development and self

recognition and personal success.

Conclusion

In a sympathetic and comprehensive study of Indian

women, their status and condition in past, present

and future, the investigator came to conclusion that

Indian Women hood has yet to be explored,

experienced, and understood in all its vicissitudes,

multiplicities, contradictions, and complexities. As a

woman begins her journey at birth and proceeds

through different stages, she experiences herself and

is, in turn, experienced by others in several forms.

Yet she remains an enigma. So this investigation will

be the milestone not only for further researches in

this area but also for the society as well as for the

woman herself. It will be good guide for woman to

know her place and condition in society.
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